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This totally defies   

explanation… 
 

Just Richard,    

(KEØOYA)  doing 

Richard stuff! 

Too much time on his 

hands!  Hi Hi 

 

73! de (WAØQCJ) 
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WORD FROM OUR PRESIDENT 

 
 

SPARK Membership! 

 

 It is March, can you believe it??  Spring is definitely is on the way!  With that being said, 

I am super excited to get our POTA events rolling next month in April…we do POTA right!  

Be thinking about your favorite park and how you want to host a POTA event this year.  We 

will be running one each month starting in April so there will be lots of opportunities.   

 I want to give a big hand to Daren (KDØOPS) for coordinating the recent Technician 

Training Class in February.  Daren is the core guy to lots of our club training events and can 

always be counted on to provide a learning atmosphere that has proven to be successful based 

on the high number of HAM’s that he has graduated.  Big Thank You Daren! 

 The QSO Contest for February has been a challenge for sure,  I personally enjoyed it 

and hope you all have found it fun too.  I have several folks that have submitted their 

completed QSO sheets in to me and I have noticed many of us have quite a few different call 

signs listed, which is pretty awesome. 

   Stay tuned for next quarter where Joel will challenge you to another repeater activity.   

See you at the Meeting! 

Bret Kuhns – (WØVK) 
 

 ******************************************************** 

WORKSHOPS 

 

Stay tuned for upcoming workshops in the New Year! 

 

******************************************************** 
 

Next Meeting – March 2nd at 8:30 AM at Pettis County EOC – 1511 N Ohio St.  

 

***************************************************** 
NETS AND FREQUENCIES 

 

2 Meter Net – Sunday at 7:30 PM – 147.03 repeater – offset 179.9pl 

 

75 Meter Round Table – Sunday at 9:30 AM – 3950 (3813 other times) operator Paul (KØETL) 

 

2 Meter Net – Tuesday at 7:30 PM – Rag Chew net operator Joel  (KEØWJX)  2 Meter 

repeater 147.03 – offset 179.9pl 

 

Simplex Net – Wednesday at 8 PM – 147.575 operator Paul (KØETL) 

 

220 Sedalia Rag Chew Net – Wednesday at 8:30 – 224.440 – 107.3pl 

 

Live Streams 147.03 and 224.44 repeaters on broadcastify.com 



              

 

HAMFEST CALENDAR 2024 
 

Brooks,  (KAØJWA) will be putting together our 2024 calendar as ‘Fests’ info is available. 

       Mark that calendar NOW as our own SPARKFEST will be held: October 12th,  2024! 

 

******************************************************** 

 

March Birthdays 

Amber Nerad – 9th  (KEØQYL)   

Josh Appleman – 9th ( KFØBML)  

Scott Anderson – 11th  (KJ4MFW)   

Dennis Henderson – 18th  (KYØP)   

   

          
*********************************************************** 

 

 
 

           “It’s a beautiful day on the 2-meter band… 

                It’s a beautiful day for a contact! 

      Won’t you be mine?  Could you be mine?” 

      Would you be?....Could you be?.... 

                                                                      Won’t you please?....Won’t you please? 

                                                                     Please…..won’t you be my contact?” 

 
“You always make each day a special day. You know how: By just your being you yourself. There's only 
one person in the whole world that's like you, and that's you. And people can like you just exactly the way 
you are.”   - Fred Rogers – 
 
Truer words were never spoken.  That being said…if you haven’t already done so, please have your 
completed 2-meter contact lists ready to turn into Bret (KØVK) at the March meeting. 



 

HAM  SHACK  HOTLINE PRESENTATION 

de CHRIS SPARKS (KCØTLS) 

 

 
 HAMSHACK HOTLINE (HH) is a  FREE dedicated 

VoIP telecom service for the Ham Radio community. 
 Typically, phones are established in hamshacks, EOCs,  

Clubs, ARES, and other Ham related areas and functions. 

 It is not the intention of HH to replace traffic carried 

over radio in an emergency or other tactical operation, but 

rather to augment it, by offloading managerial tactical 

operations and providing a full duplex path for such 

communications when spectrum is occupied, conditions diminished, or otherwise unavailable. 

 HH also supports FAXing of information (with appropriate equipment) which allows 

tactical offices to share documents and data between tactical locations.  In a non-tactical use, 

HH is an effective resource for off-air troubleshooting when you need to coordinate a 

troubleshoot of a radio circuit off-air and between multiple SMEs (emergency management 

Subject Matter Experts). 

 In addition to all this, conference bridges on the HH network allow groups of Hams to 

coordinate and meet in real time anywher in the world.   

 Demonstrating this communications concept, Chris made an immediate contact to a Ham 

operator in Ontario, Canada with 5x9 clarity.  Another viable resource for your Ham shack 

arsenal! 

 

More information: 

https://hamshackhotline.com 

https://wiki.hamshackhotline.com  

 

*************************************************************** 
 

 WHO’ZIT    
  

 As a child, I once fell out of a car into the middle 

of 16th street!      (ed. Well, that ‘splains a lot! Hi Hi) 

Fortunately, I survived.  As a young man, I spent time in 

the Ozarks and would hike through the timber for days 

at a time while living out of my pack. It was before GPS existed so I was issued a topographical 

map and compass to navigate. I also went on an exchange trip to Germany and visited France, 

Switzerland, Italy, and Lichtenstein. In addition, I enjoy studying history, railroads, and coin 

collecting. 

WHO AM I?   

 Contact Connie at:  Connie.koch@att.net with your guess! 

 

https://hamshackhotline.com/
https://wiki.hamshackhotline.com/
mailto:Connie.koch@att.net


OUR MYSTERY WHO’ZIT VICTIM FOR FEBRUARY WAS   MARK JACKSON 

(NØOWZ) !  MARK,  YOUR IDENTITY WAS NOT DISCOVERED,  THEREFORE YOU 

MAY COLLECT YOUR PRIZE AT OUR MARCH MEETING! 

 

****************************************************** 

     WINTER FIELD DAY RESULTS–  2024 

            JANUARY 27th & 28th 

 
TO BE REVEALED AT THE MARCH MEETING! 

                     

************************************************************** 

           

                                    

                          WHO DID IT?     

          Referring back to your February issue, Morris asks, 

“WHO DID IT?”  ‘Morris Code’ at the top of his picture 

can be decyphered to determine the answer.  So,  “WHO 

DID IT?”                                             

                    THE DOG DID IT.  

 …and Renda (WBØUVW) won it! Congrats! 

 

TO OUR NEW MEMBER! 

KEVIN SANDERS ( KFØOXT )      

 

***************************************************** 



TECH CLASS HAS TAKEN ROLE AND IS HISTORY! 

“HOST IT AND THEY WILL COME!” 

TESTING MARCH 2ND 
 

 
       

                    

 
                                                                                            

Eight future Hams are enrolled in the current FebruaryTechnician Class taught by 

 Daren, (KDØOP) , Harry (KØTV) , Paul (KDØETL) and Richard (KEØQYA)   

 

 
 

Ricky!...an early tester…Congratulations on your new Technician License 



 

 

 
 

If China Declares War, These Ham Radio Enthusiasts Could Be 

Crucial !!! 
 

TAIPEI, Taiwan —   
On Tuesday nights, BX2AN sits near the 
Xindian River, motionless but for his thumb 
and middle finger, rhythmically tapping 
against two small metal paddles. They emit a 
sound each time his hand makes contact — 
from the right, a dit, or dot; from the left, a 
dah, or dash, the building blocks of the Morse 
code alphabet. 

“Is anyone there?” he taps. 

The replies come back in fits and starts: from 
Japan, then Greece, then Bulgaria. Each time, 
BX2AN, as he is known on the radio waves, 
jots down a series of numbers and letters: call 
signs, names, dates, locations. Then he adjusts 
a black round knob on his transceiver box, its 
screens glowing yellow in the dark. 

There can be no doubt that this is his setup. That unique call sign is stamped across the front of his black radio set, 
scrawled in faded Sharpie on his travel mug and engraved in a plaque on his car dashboard. On the edge of his 
notepad, he’s absent-mindedly doodled it again, BX2AN. 

In the corporeal world he is Lee Jiann-shing, a 71-year-old retired bakery owner, husband, father of five, grandfather 
of eight and a ham radio enthusiast for 30 years. Every week, he is the first to arrive at this regular meeting for 
Taipei’s amateur radio hobbyists. 

They gather on a small, grassy campground on the city’s southern border, where Lee hunches over his radio from the 
back of his van, listening to the airwaves as the sun goes down. He doesn’t talk much; he prefers the dits and dahs to 
communicate. By 8:30 p.m. he has corresponded with six other operators in various countries. 

U-R-N-A-M-E, Lee asks a contact in Bulgaria. G-E-K, the operator replies, adding a location, S-O-F-I-A. Lee taps out 
L-E-E, and his city in response. 



As more members of the Chinese Taipei Amateur Radio League, or CTARL, trickle in, two other operators are setting 
up stations several yards away. One of them, like Lee, starts tapping. The other prefers a handheld voice transmitter, 
tuning into some indistinct chatter across the Taiwan Strait. 

 

In the age of smartphones and DMs, amateur radio has become a niche hobby in Taiwan. Participants like Lee, many 
of whom are older than 50, tinker with electronics, exchange postcards with new contacts and compete to see who 
connects with the most far-flung places. 

But ham radio might turn out to be more than just a pleasant pastime. 

The self-governing island, about 100 miles east of China, is weighing wartime scenarios in the face of growing 
military aggression from its vastly more powerful neighbor. If cell towers are down and internet cables have been cut, 
the ability of shortwave radio frequencies to transmit long-distance messages could become crucial for civilians and 
officials alike. 

The recreational use of wireless radios, which transmit and receive messages via electromagnetic signals, became 
popular in the early 20th century, starting in the U.S. Since the federal government began issuing licenses in 1912, 
the number of noncommercial radio operators in the country has surpassed 846,000, according to the Federal 
Communications Commission 

Amateur radio operators (also known as “hams”) tend to use the high radio frequencies, a measure of the oscillation 
rate of electromagnetic waves. Such shortwave radio signals are able to traverse great distances by bouncing off 
particles in the Earth’s atmosphere. (Never heard of it? Ham radio still occasionally pops up in movies and TV — “A 
Quiet Place,” “The Walking Dead” — as a communication channel of last resort.) 

The technology proved useful during World Wars I and II, when countries such as the U.S. and Britain limited 
civilian airwave activity but enlisted skilled hobbyists to help send and intercept covert messages. More recently, 
during Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the BBC used shortwave radio to broadcast its news service after communication 
towers were attacked. Ham radio operators were also able to listen in and interrupt communications among Russian 
soldiers. 

Taiwan was not an early adopter. Under the Kuomintang, or Nationalist Party — whose leaders fled to the island in 
1949 after losing to Mao Zedong’s Communist Party in China’s civil war — civilian use of amateur radio was all but 
banned by a government that remained wary of mainland spies. The first licensing exams weren’t offered until 1984. 
But today, with the threat of cross-strait conflict making headlines, Taiwan has about 25,000 licensed amateur radio 
operators, according to the National Communications Commission. 

For years, China has asserted that Taiwan is part of its territory, a position the U.S. has acknowledged but stopped 
short of endorsing. As Chinese President Xi Jinping has pushed his vision for unification — if not peacefully, then by 
force — President Biden has hardened his rhetoric on defending the island’s democracy, raising fears of an inevitable 
clash. 

After U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi visited here in early August, the People’s Liberation Army in China launched 
missiles, planes and warships around Taiwan for several days. The growing military pressure has also highlighted the 
vulnerability of the island’s internet, which is heavily reliant on several major undersea data cables. 

As Taiwan confronts the possibility of war, many civilians are making preparations of their own. 

https://www.ctvnews.ca/sci-tech/how-shortwave-radio-is-resurfacing-as-a-tool-in-ukraine-1.5894366
https://www.ctvnews.ca/sci-tech/how-shortwave-radio-is-resurfacing-as-a-tool-in-ukraine-1.5894366
https://www.nytimes.com/video/world/europe/100000008266864/russia-army-radio-makariv.html
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2022-05-18/laguna-woods-shooting-taiwan-china-relations
https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2022-05-22/biden-says-us-intervene-taiwan-militarily-if-necessary
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2022-08-03/pelosi-taiwan-visit-asia-stability-more-precarious
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/4657656
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2022-05-26/taiwan-civilians-china-invasion-defense-training-bb-airsoft-guns


 
Lu Ying-chuan is among the ham radio enthusiasts at a weekly meeting. Amateur radio operators believe the 
devices will be useful if internet cables are cut and communication towers are downed. 
  
Shoichi Chou, 45, remembers using a wireless radio as a teenager to date and talk with his friends. But two years ago, 
watching Xi call more forcefully for unification, he decided to reacquaint himself with the technology in case war 
broke out and communication lines went down. Now a licensed operator, Chou, who lives in the city of Taoyuan, 
keeps a radio in his emergency bag, along with spare batteries, water and a hard hat. 

“I feel like it’s incredibly important,” said Chou, the owner of a laptop customization studio. “If just a few bases don’t 
have electricity, you won’t have any way to use your phone.” 

Kenny Huang, chief executive officer of the Taiwan Network Information Center, a nonprofit that serves local 
internet users, said several government ministries have begun working on contingency plans for any conflict-induced 
outages. “This year,” he said, “the government realized because the tension between Taiwan and China is getting 
worse, they have to prepare for the worst-case scenario.” 

The use of ham radio is not yet officially part of that equation. But for T.H. Schee, a Taiwanese tech entrepreneur who 
hosts lectures on civil defense, the devices seem like a natural solution to his topmost concern: securing 
communication capabilities in the face of an attack. 

Ham radio has been proven to be [a] reliable communication channel in several world wars, and the Ukraine-Russia 
conflict as well,” Schee said. In Taiwan, amateur operators have helped train military personnel and assisted in 
emergency communications for events including deadly natural disasters and the annual New Year’s Eve festivities in 
downtown Taipei. 

“Some people will think that with today’s technological advancements, this thing is being phased out,” said David 
Kao, secretary general of CTARL. “But ... new things are not always reliable.” 

Kao was 9 when he first encountered a basic broadcast radio in 1981. Intrigued, he scoured the library for literature 
on the novel devices and went from stall to stall at a local market seeking more information. At that time, obtaining 
an amateur license was illegal under martial law imposed by the Nationalists, also known as KMT. But restrictions 
started easing a few years before martial law was lifted in 1987. Four years later, CTARL was founded, and Kao finally 
got his license. 

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-06-08/china-taiwan-nationalism-pla


Some hobbyists found their own ways around the rules. In 1981, when Wayne Lai was 16, he was so eager to play with 
radios that he built his own contraband out of electronic refuse. 

His self-selected call sign back then was U0, or youling in Chinese, a homonym for the word “ghost.” His friends 
similarly styled themselves Apple, Snoopy, Frog, Mazda, Bandit, Chicken Leg, Spare Rib. A few years before Taiwan 
began to loosen restrictions, Lai and his friends were raided by the authorities. Their radios were confiscated, and 
they had to sign pledges to not use them again. 

Today, amateur radio is very accessible, but Lai, one of the Tuesday night regulars at the campgrounds, worries that 
it doesn’t hold the same allure for people who grew up in the internet era. 

“Look. Old guy,” Lai says, pointing at one of the operators who set up on a concrete bench. “Old guy. Old guy. Old 
guy. Old guy,” he continued, gesturing around a table. “There aren’t many young people coming to play anymore.” 

Luo Yi-cheng is quick to challenge that pronouncement. The 27-year-old accounting specialist, who learned about 
ham radio from a YouTube video last year, compared it to discovering Facebook — a different way to connect with 
people around the world. 

The hardest part, he said, was picking up the receiver and uttering his first words — it was something akin to 
speaking in front of the entire class in grade school. But the sense of accomplishment from a successful connection 
was greater than anything Luo had experienced using his smartphone. “I was completely unaware that this existed,” 
he said. “I think younger people aren’t simply disinterested; they probably just don’t know about this.” 

For the most part, ham radio is a solitary activity. Nonetheless, there’s a festive atmosphere by the river. Lights 
strung up in a nearby tree illuminate screens and dials in the dark. Someone digs out a stack of ring toss hoops, while 
others fuss over small cups of tea. 

Amid the sound of crickets and radio static, it’s common to hear hams chat about the weather, their latest devices 
and how to best hide their gadget addictions from their wives. Some of them band together to purchase new 
electronics via a group chat called “Buy, Buy, Buy.” 

 “With so many electronics, there’s no way you can use them all,” one member reasons. 

“But when I see it, I still want to buy it,” another insists, to the commiserating laughter of the group. 

Meanwhile, at the back of Lee’s van, another message arrives in halting beeps. He writes down the corresponding 
characters — E71A — before tapping out a response. 

He waits but gets nothing. 

In the radio silence, a colleague uses his phone to look up the call sign. “What is this flag?” he asks Lee, who is also at 
a loss. Upon closer inspection, the icon, a blue-and-yellow rectangle, is labeled “Bosnia and Herzegovina” in tiny 
letters. 

Others gather behind them, looking over Lee’s shoulder. “Where is that?” they ask eagerly. “Did you respond?” “Did 
you make contact?” 



“Didn’t go through,” Lee answers, his voice telegraphing dejection. “Hearing them, but not being able to reach them, 
is really depressing,” he said, tapping his fingers over his heart. 

But all is not lost; there’s always the possibility of another exciting connection in the days ahead. Plus, it’s a peaceful 
night, and the threat of war — for now — seems as distant as the operators the hams are hoping to reach. 

The night’s attendees pack up their equipment and return supplies to their cars. A few of them help pull the lights 
down from the tree, stowing them in Lee’s van for the next Tuesday gathering. And the regulars know Lee will 
probably be back at the river by the weekend, unable to stay away for long. 

David Shen of The Times’ Taipei bureau contributed to this report. 

 

***************************************************** 
 

SPARK ALERT ! 
 

           
                                               Renda (KBØUVW) & Mark (NØOWZ) Jackson 

  

 SPARK Members,  

 

 As you may have discerned by this time, we have a serious medical issue in the making  

 for this lovely couple, our  fellow Hams, Renda and Mark Jackson.  This month, as an  

 all-time first, between them,  they are taking home 3…count’ em…3 pans of brownie  

 prizes!!!  Mark won the “Who’Zit” as he was not identified from the February issue and  

 Renda won  “How Well Do You Know Your Newsletter?”  and  “Morris The Cat”!   

 

 As we know , brownies can be delicious if consumed in moderation…but we also know  

 moderation is not this couple’s forte’.  They will have these brownies guzzled down  

          within eight to ten hours!  (…no lie!) 

 

 Therefore, it is our duty as their caregivers; to take a stab at trying to solve these simple 

 newsletters puzzles ourselves in order for them to maintain good health practices. We  

 owe it to them. Thank you in advance for your concern for their health and well-being.   

                     credit  de     ABEM  American Board of Emergency Medicine 



 

How Well Do You Know Your 

Newsletter? 

POP QUIZ RESULTS 
 The February issue marked the 25th in the 

series since the first issue of your newsletter... but 

just how much technical information and useless 

trivia could you recall if given the chance?  Well 

here’s the way it all shook out.  The first member 

to contact:  connie.koch@att.net with the correct answers was  Renda (KBØUBW) 

who earned an ‘A+’ for her efforts plus a pan of brownies!  

 

April – 2022  What member was in the “Spotlight” this issue? Steve  (WAØWUY) 

 

July – 2022  Which member was the June ‘Who-Zit’ ?  Joe (KEØWLB) 

 

March – 2023  What were the dates of the Technician class?  March 11th and 25th 

 

August – 2022 -  Whose birthday was in the August issue? Nick Camirand 

 

February – 2022   What member was awarded a Lifetime Membership at this  

       meeting?  ‘Doc  (W3MEB) 

January – 2023  What circus celebrity was ‘Spotlighted’ in this issue? Don          

     (KFØARQ) 

March – 2023  What was the date of the first Hamfest listed?  March 11, 2023 

   

October – 2023  Who was the new ham who received his Technician license at this 

   meeting?  Nathan Freeman 

 

February – 2022  Who was the 1st member pictured at the Winter Field Day? 

             Mark NØOWZ) 

May – 2023  To what organization did Prez’  Bret make a SPARK presentation? 

   Kawanis International 

September – 2022  What event were the ‘Ladies of Spark’ meeting to organize?   

   Christmas Parade 

 

January -  2023   Who were two of the SPARK operators who participated in  ‘The 

      Day Ham Radio Went to School’? Don (KFØARQ), Richard  

      (KEØQYA), Renda (KBØUVW), Lori (KFØIHX) 

mailto:connie.koch@att.net


SIGNING OFF WITH BROOKS           

  (KAØJWA) 

Spring is just around the corner and it’s time to start 
thinking about some radio projects. Maybe it’s time for 
a new antenna or possibly a new rig. Field Day is 
heading this way fast. Hamfests will be popping up like 
mushrooms (or at the least, toadstools). Pick out 
something to do and have fun with Amateur Radio. 
Keep the bands active and alive. As the saying goes 
“use it or lose it” 
                                       73 – (KAØJWA) 

 

 

 

 

Ahhhh…a funny after my own heart on two levels! (QCJ) 

 

QRT  FOR  NOW!  de WAØQCJ  es  KAØJWA 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 


